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ETIOLOGY AN]) TREATl3KT O? THE UNlJNITED FRACTURE

Introd.uction
es of bones have alw'ays 'Presented to the medical

}<'r ae
~rofe8sion

one of its most important problems.

lem that has necessarily grown

~ith

It is a prob-

civilization.

This

is necessarily true because the causes are mechanical in
nature and. hence variable vvi th mal:l's env:i.ronment.

The 1'ela-

tlva freQ.uency of various types of fractures has been
advent of mo

tally changed since
methods of v,rarfare.
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study of
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ous severe soft tissue injuries and. finally
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Their pres
d

Up to 1800

but no great attention is

are mentioned now
to them.

iOl1S ha'v8

ing the
t]~lerl,

Hippocrates devoted

three books of his work to the subject of fractures and
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associated inju.ries.

I cannot find any mention of delayed

union or non-union in his work (as translated by Adams).
Celsus mentioned delayed union ro1d recommended that it be
treated by rubbing the ends of the fragments together (Norris
1842).

~~briose

,

Pare, writing in the sixteenth century,

refers to the subject several times.

Before that period it

had been recognized. that fractures of the olecranon"' and
patella did not heal by bony ·anion as other fractures did,
but became joined by bands of fibrous corlllective tissue.
Pare" found that some cases that had been considered as dislocations of the hip were actually fractures insio.e of the
joint capsule and that these fractures seldom unite by bone.
rom 1800 on there are available statistics showing
the fre1uency of delayed union and non-union.

A comparison

of these figures with those of contemporary writers is decidedly interesting.
seen six cases of
fractures.

Walker (1815) reported that he had

non-1U~ion

while attending

over a thousand

Liston(1836) only saw one case fail to unite.

Hammick discharged only three cases from the Plymouth Hospital with ununited fractures (Norris 1842).

Hamilton (1863)

stated that non-union occurred in one case out of five hundred.
Accord.ing to Agnew (1889) the Pennsylvania Hospital cared for
over seven thousand fracture cases between the years 1830
and 1874.

They did not have a Single case of non-union

during that time.

The only writer of this period who did not

agree that non-union was an exceedingly rare condition was

3
f.}
Amesb~ry.

In 1829 he reported fifty-six cases of non-union

which he had seen.

This figure drew considerable comment at

the time and lead other writers to wonder what kind of
surgery was being practiced at Edinburough (Norris 1842).
If the foregoing figures are compared to those of
twentieth century writers, tne contrast is rather startling.
Hey Groves (1930) states that from three to five percent of
fracture cases suffer from delayed union and non-union.
Arvid (1933) places the incidence of non-union in uncomplicated simple fractures at .23%.

Foster (1933) had seven

cases in a series of one hUJ1ctred and seventy-five.

Scudder

(1926) reports an incidence of tvlO to three percent for delayed union

&~d

non-lll1ion.

H. R. Owen (1932) presents

statistics on a series of 11,683 fracture cases.

He has

one hundred and one nOll-1lTi:i.ons in the series giving an incidence of a little less than one percent.
greater tha. n Hamilton's).

(Still five times

G;J.bbins and Scuderi (1933) report

an incidence of three percent in fractures of the

h~~erus.

Before drawing any conclusions from theSe figureS, it
is important to remember several modifying factors.

Delayed

is included. in many of the modern statistics.

This is

u...'1iOll

a relatively common condition, much more so than non-union
(Cotton 1928, Eisendrath
probably

~ffects

1~07,

Stimson 1905) and by itself

the statistics a great deal.

Statistics

like those of Gubbins and. Scuderi taken from one specific
region particularly subject to nor.-union are also apt to
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mislead.

On the other hand, if the recent figures be dis-

counted two or three hundred percent they still show a higher
incidence than those compiled in the last century.

Figures

like those of Owens which deal specifically with non-union
only are also much higher.
Obviously such an increase in incidence must be due to
one of three factors, namely, a change in the
less effective methods of

t~eatment,

hL~an

organism,

or an increasing inci-

dence of inju..ries of a type likely to result in a failure of
repair.

The first of

these three factors is necessarily a

purely hypothetical one.

It deals with phenomena on which

we have no way of checking.

The responsibility has been

d.ivicLect almost eQually between the
Cotton (1928), Robinson (1928) a,nd

0

ther two.

]]a\l.1'"~a-13h

Estes (1920)

(1933) are inclined

to blame the nature of injuries being susts,ined tod.ay from
massive maChinery and high speed travel.

Campbell (1932)

and Owens (1932),on the other hand, 3crsider the cause to be
too enthusiastic attempts to obtain perfec"t reductions as
shovm by the X-Ray.

};jJ.

attempt to get such results leads

them to repeated ma.'1ipulations of fractures which should be
severely left alone once a position compatible with good
functioll has been obtained.

Whatever the cause of our in-

creaSing inciCLence of poor results may be, the problem is a
very important one.

At best fractures are productive of

long disability and hence considerable economic loss.

Add

to this loss an additional period of several months or per-

5

years of incapacity and for many people the results are
serious.

It therefore is up to the medical profession to

take stock of themselves and see what

08,.1'1

be done to cut

dov!JJ::l this rising incidence.
The following. review of the literature may uno over a
few trends in the conception of the etiology
of

unu~ited

fu~d

treatment

fractures and help us see where we are going with

this problem.
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Physiology 'and Pathology
The method of normal growth of bone and its method of
repair are important in any study of what takes place or
cloes not take place vv-hen a fracture fails to unite.

'i{ri tel's

on these subjects now are divided. into two groups, those who
hold the cellular theory of bone formation and those who
hold the newer biochemical theory.

The present controversy

is similar to the one started by Duhamel (1741) when he'a:rlnounced that the periosteum is the mother tissue of bone.
'ThJ.·s +heo1"'1
was a +tanked
bv
'le'l"'~ (17o"'A',
,"ho
cl a J.·rneo~
t
~
v
v _
" .-ti a-l.._
v
ly.L
i
_ th
"a'
oJ"

v

the function of periosteum was nutritive ancl that it had
nothing to do with the actual process of ossification.
Duhamel was sustained by Breschet (1801), Meischer

"" (Cheluis 1843). Ollier(terridl and
(18360, Vellerme
1928) and, in part, by Dupuytren' (1839).

Pol~Qard

Haller's work

was a.efend.ecL by Scarpa (1828) and Jorill. Hunter (1837).

The

osteoblastic theory seems to have grown out of this latter
conception.

It was first proposed in 1845 by Goodsix

(Holdeman 1932) and has since become the generally accepted
theory.

The periosteal theory of DQhamel has continued to

receive support

and is still held in a modified form by

Blais.dell and. Cowan (1926), CmNar.!. (1928) and Holdeman (1932).
These men, however, have also accepted the osteoblast as the
means by which the periosteum works.

They describe a thick

layer of these cells on the deep surface of the periosteum
of young animals.
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The osteoblastic theory as it is usually thought of
today is briefly as follows:

Bone is considered to be a

highly specialized form of connective tissue (first taught
by Reichart 1854 (from Lerrich and Poli;card 1928 )).

The

cellular elements have become specialized. and endowed with
the specific power of laying d.ovm calcium salts in the
matryx with uhich they are surround.ed.

It is to these cells

that the term osteoblast has been applied.

They are respon-

sible for all deposition of bone and as bone cells they have
the function of nourishing this tissue once it has been formec...
Osteoblasts are to be found in three localities, the osteal
surface of the

periosteu~

and endosteum and as isolated bone

cells in the lacu.."1aI' spaces of the bone itself.
The other modern theory of a biochemical process of
bone formation has been brought out by two Frenchmen, Le.i.lZ:hDJh
and Poldcard.

These men started an extensive study of bone

from all possible angles.

At first loyal supporters of

Olliex, they have since tried to upset all of the established
conceptions of the physiology of bone.

Their present concep-

tion is that bone represents a specific phase of connective
tissue metabolism rather than a result of cellular differentiation.

According to them, a mass of connective tissue

young and vascular, actively growing and more or less edenatus, constitutes an ossifyable medium.

Add to this a local

concentration of calcium salts high enough (their so called
calcific surcharge) and bone will always be formed.

This

accounts for the possible formation of bone in the kidney,
the muscles, and other out of the way places where it is
sometimes seen.
The biochemical theory has become increasingly more
popular since it first appeared in 1926.

Bancroft (1926)

was one of the first to accept this view.

The most active

exponent of the biochemical theory in this country has been
C. R. Murray (1930-31).
With the understanding of the possible sources of bone
growth, the Question of healing of fractures began to be at
least partially understood.

Before the time of Duhamel,

fracture healing was thought to be a process Quite similar
to the glueing together of sticks of wood.

The broken ends

of the fractured bones were supposed to exude a viscid juice
which stuck the fragments together.

The so called osteal

juice then aCQuired substance and the union grad.ually became
solid.

Haller (1764) thought that callus was a jelly like

substance produced in the marrow cavity and the fractured
end of the bone.

This jelly

we~t

through a process of or-

.
t lon
.
.
drlf
.
+.
ganlza
ana." cnon
li J.CELvlOn
an d ilnaJ..~ 1 y b ecame b. one.
J.'-'

John Hunttr thought the blood clot thrown in between
the fragments became organized and then transformed into
bone.

Che.1:::L1ms(1843) accepted this view.

Dll:pnytren::> (1839)

first introduced the differentiation of the callus into two
early temporary parts and. one

definiti~e

or permanent portion.

The provisional callus he located under the periosteum and

9

and in the medulary cavity respectively.

This conception is

still held by many of the modern authors.
andJ:ei~dlrer

ly&

Breschet, Villerme

studied the fermentation of callus Clui te complete-

According to Norris (1842) it was the best work on

fractures up to that time.
All of the then existing theories were taken up by the
osteoblastic theory soon after it was offered and the conception of callus formation became Clui

stable until the advent

of the biochemical theory.
All authors agree that the first thing.:; that happens
when a bone is fractured is the formation of a blood clot
between the fragments..

Blood vessels in the medulary cavity,

the cortex of the bone and at times in the surrounding soft
tissues are disrupted.
~ascular

injury.

The clot comes as a result of this

This vascular injury sometimes sets up

more or less disturbance in the circulation of the bone alld
may have profound effect on the later steps of callus formation.
The blood clot soon begins to be invaded by granulation
tissue which carries -Ni th it new blood vessels.

These

vessels run at right angles to the ¥aversion systems of the
bone.

The source of the granulation tissue is a matter of

some dispute.

According to Lerrich and

Pol~card

(1926 and

1928) and Murray (1930) it comes from all available tissue
sources, namely, the medulary cavity, the cortical bone,
the periosteum and the surrounding muscle and fascia.

To
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others (Holdetman 1932) the chief source of this tissue
the periosteum.

is

At all events, the original blood clot be-

comes organized and replaced by a vascular young connective
tissue which now fills the space between the fragments and
may invade the surrounding tissue to a greater or less extent.
From this point on ,the various schools of thought begin to
diverge on what happens.
According to the holders of the osteoblastie theory
specialized cells now begin to migrate into the granulation
tissue and line up along the course of the newly formed,blood
vessels.

Holdetman (1932) and Cowan (1928) maintain that the

periosteum is the one important source of these cells.

Those

cells in the bone laminae have died due to the loss of their
blood supply.

To the endosteum they attribute very little

osteogenetic power.

Kolodony (1923 A) believes that the

endosteum is endowed 'N'i th osteogenetic powers.
however, that it cannot function in this way

He states,

~U1til

its blood

,supply has been restnred through the new vessels in the developing callus.

Campbell (1932) considers the endosteum and

periosteum of equal importance in the formation of new bone.
Extensive injury to either of these areas, he believes is
deleterious to the progress of the callus.
The osteoblasts around the new blood vessels begin to
deposit layers of bone and there are soon formed Haversian
systems running, like the nevI vessels, at right a:i.'lgles to
the old system in the cortical bone.

"Vhen union is solid
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and function is restored new stresses and strains l)egitt to
fallon the new bone and an adaptive resJ)ol1se begins to take
plaoe.

The nevlf Haversian systems change their aligrJffient and

assume one better adapted to meeting the new stresses and
strains.

The property of bone to respond in this way was

described by Wolff (1868) and definitely proved in the case
of the

f€meur by Koch (1917).
Let us go back now and follow the organized clot in

the fracture in the way Lerrich and Pol~card (1928), Bancroft
(1926) and Murray (1930) lead us.

They see in the whole

process a simp;te fate of connective tissue which can occur
in any part; of the body given the proper conditions.

Bea:r-

ing in mind the necessary conditions set by Lerrich and
Polmcard; ego an ossifiable mediwll and a local

caleif~~

sur-

charge one can see that conditions are ideal in the fractUre
area.

The suc

ant connective tissue medium ,just formed

and still edematus is the ossifyable medium.

The divital-

ized fragments of the brohen bone, undergoing autolysiS
supply the calcific surch8,rge.

Ace ording to Murray (1930)

there are tv10 ac.cUtional facto:vs l1ecessarYe
surrounding devital

ed tissue and a Ph, proper for the

precipitation of calcium salts.
exist at the frac

These are

site.

These two conditions also

The first is due to the initial

injury and the second to the vascular reaction which follows.
The architecture in the callus is restored to normal through
the molecular reaction of the bone to stress and strain.
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When a fracture fails to lIeal in the usual length of

.
"lme,

.;.

9.r

yerhaps doe s not heal at all, it is obvious that

the foregoing process of repair has been interrupted or altered
at some stage.

This interruption may occur at any point

{Campbell 1932).
, In general the nature of the alteration of callus

£'01'-

mation will determine whether a case is to be classed as
non-union or a delayed union.

As long as the fracture shows

a normal picture of some stage in the process of healing it
cannot, according to Cotton (1928) be considered non-union
no matter what the date may be.
jJ

Amesb~ry

may unite.

John Hunter (1837) and

(1829) report that cases of very long standing

Henderson (1926 A) states that union has occured

in cases of more than a year's standing.

For this reason

Eisendrath (1907), Scudder (1926) and Cotton (1928) call,a
case non-union only when repair has become altered in such
a way as to ma]{e consolidation definitely impossible.
Stimson (1905),

E~ester-Brown

(1927) Shearer (1931) and

Henderson (1926 A) do not go Quite so far.

They consider

a case as definitely one of non-u..."'1ion vvhen all clinical ancl
roentgenological evidence of repair has ceased and the condition becomes a stable one.
It might be well to mention at this point that many
clinicians establish a diagilosis of non-union on a purely
chronological basis.
after thirty days.

Ely (1922) calls fractures Ul1Ul1ited
Foster (1933) states that a fracture not

cOIYlJ-:letely

union.

aled. in

ll;onths

8

to

l3

considered as nou-

aotical point of view as we shall see 1

From a

such a (Ustinction may be just

led.

On the

s old since some of them can and
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one to use as long

e.

Just what happens
.trao ture to
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lUli te.

dcture is a Dare au

term ununited

hand, the

81'

r carttiously for cades

term nOll-union had better be llsed 1'a

dB

0

e1'

ited sence)

pic

0

has gone on but has been altered by some

factor (proba

uOYJplica:t

lOG

Thus o:ne may i'ind

)•

soi't tissl:tas c
Galll1S

d.evit
t~e

enting a:1Y

om uniti11:3
ized

;

OilS

absorbed (as

ters

ow

femoral neck), poor blood supply or

leave a

ture with no blood clot

(Potts 1933) or sli

motions

the aase

ight injury

no stimulus for
the 1'e

ed

callus and allow dense fibrosis

:nents

to crowd out bone f

( Jones

fragwent may become completely

iOll

Roberts 1934).

(Lel'2.~ich

and Policard 1928)

~ .
ACCOru.lng

+~"
,,0 lviurray

\(l.~ 9:--<,0
~

'>""'0.'
GW....

cess of

1931)
+'np:.
~
v
-

bone autolysis may become extensive :'md leave a 'Nid.e
tion of the fragments.
the v,-1101e humerus

ViaS

:i:udd (1896) mentions a case v:here
transformed into a fibrous cord.
sents the most extreme

eudarthiosis re

The true

sepal~a-

step that altered repair can take.

This concLi t ion was known

by 1800 for Sir Astley Cooper (1832), Ei>:cnrelh.il~~ (1842) and
others

-P

O.L

..t...

~

"

iJillS

period speak of it.

Boyer (1822) and Oh8l1us

(1843) diJ not think that there was such a thing.

The term

pseudarthiosis is used according to Eisendrath(19Q7) and
Cotton (1928) both to those cases in which this is deposiacture line, and perhaps a certain

tion across the

of cartilage formed between the fragments

a...~d

a~ount

those cases

in vlThich a complete nevy j oint ',vi th a synovial cavi ty is developed.
to

Covian (1928) believes that pseudarthiosis is due

ssure ancl trauma to a pre-existing fibrous union.
It is interesting and important to note that the

pathology of l1on-Ul1ion (loes not
genesis.

include a failure of osteo-

It is Simply a prevention of normal healing by

some local complication -N'hich makes it impossible

$

Henderson (1926 A) has stated that fracturooof over
a year!s standing may unite.

He also states that non-union

can definitely be diagnosed in other cases at the end of
three months.

I really believe that.a study of the pathology

of delayed union

a...~d

non-union indiEates that they are not

varying degrees of the same thing.

They are rather separate

al1d. distinct entities having different causes, different', ,'.
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l~eactions

course.

Ewld running a diff

Etiology
Ununited fractures may be the result of either general
or consti tutiol1eJ. disturbances of the pa.tient aT of complications loca.ted at the site of the injury.
The Gon3i tutional causes \'1hi

haye been suggested are

age, general condition including nourishment, various endocrine disorders, food deficiencies, faulty metabolism,
pregnancy and disease.

Among the diseases, syphilis, tuber-

culosis, diabetes, gout, chronic arthritis, chronic nephritis,
all diseases of the bone, anct the blood disturbances have
bean blamed •
.ltge is, and always. has been, considered to -be an important factor in the prognosis of fractures.

It is

kn01:'m,

however, that unullited fractures are found in all ages.
Mudd (1896) denies any influence of age on the occurance of
non-union.

Owens (1932) and Arvicl (1933) state that the

condi tiOll is rare ill children.

Most vliri ters believe that

Ulluni ted fractures are most; freCluently seen in young aclults.
This does not indicate any material effect of age on

al-

ing as this is the period of life when most fractures occur.
(Cotton 1932, Eisendrath

190~

Stimson 1905).

Owen s cases 0:1:' non-union v{e'!'e (lis
W

ibuted mostly

through the third, fourth and. fi1:'th de cade s of life.

He

had three cases in the first decade and two in the ninth.
Whitman (1905) states that fractures in old people will

16

uni te if they are 3"1 yell proper tre a,tment (hi s re sul ts
fractures of the pride of

~ivi th

femeur will prove his paint).

Most \vri ters of our time do not mention general nutrition as a cause.

Mudd (1896) and HevlSon (1828) speak of it.

Malnutrition might well be a faotor in d.elayed union that we
'sould hear more about if actual starvation Vlere more common
among us.
Pre&lancy and lactation have been spoken of as possible
causes of d_elayed union.

It is interesting to note that

their association with UJ:1unitecl fraotures enti!'ely antidates
the work on their metabolic effects.

F'abrioi.US Hildanus (16870

thought that fractures in pregnant women were prone to slov1
healing.

Ham:r:lick (Norris lcA2) reported three cases of

fractures in women who were in early gestation.

lUI three

of them remained ununited until late gestation and then
suddenly consolidated.

Norris himself doubted the effect of

pregnancy on the healing of bones.

His opinion is in accord

with the more recent work of Stimson

(1905~

Eisendrath (1907)

and cotton (1928).
Of the diseases, acute infections (except in';the locus
of the fracture) are not generally thought to be of any importance so far as fractures are concerned.

I'orrester-Brovm

(1927) has suggested they may have some effect.
cliseases,

011

Chronic

the other hand, have aroused much mOre suspicion.

This has been particularly trueof syphilis.

The oleter writers

very definitely have considered s:YJfphilis to be deleterious

to the healing of fractures.

Norris (18/h2) and Cheluis

(1843) report several cases in which they thought it to be
a definite cause.

Eri chsen (1867), Agnew (1889) and 1'Rudd

(1896) all give it a Dlace in their textbooks.

Estes (1920)

and Forrester-Brown (1927) are inclined to consider lues a
cause of slow 1L'1ion.

According to Cowan (1928) there is a

specific toxin definitely altering the course of fractures
in luetic patlen'ts.
Most modern writers do not believe that syphilis has
anything to do with the Drogress of fractures.

Owen (1932)

shows in his review of cases that those with a Dositive
Wassermann get along as well as those without.

Cotton

(1928) states that syphilis is a much better excuse for
Door results than a cause for them.
I can find no authority for the belief that the other
chronic diseases (dlabetes, gout, etc) have any affect on
fractures.
There are some other general
so easily disposed of as causes of

seases 'Nhich are not
1':]01'

healing of

:rJraetu:re's~

These include the endocrine disturbances and dietary
deficiencies affecting bone and the calcium metabolism,
and Drimary diseases of bone such as Pag!3ts and Oste&tis
fib rosa cystica.
Sir Astley Co oper (1822) note d that

U11lli'1i ted

fractures

'!!Tere relatively fre:;Luent in sea faring men (among whom scurvy
Scurvy, rickets and osteomalacia are considered
to cause a.elayed union by Stimson (1905),Eisendrath (1907)
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and Cotton (1928).

According to I{olodony (1923 B) the endo-

crine deficiencies definitely hinder the repair of bones.
Feterson (1924) maintains that if the product of the blood
calcium s,nd phosphorus falls below thirty. u..nion cannot be
expected. Darrach (1933) regards a low blood calcium as a
very important cause of poor results&
On

otber hand there are plenty of cases in the

literature to prove that union can occur in
fOl~egoing

condi tions.

Bohler (1929) states that consti tu-

tional diseases affecting the bones may del
not prev

it.

ite of any of

union but do

l\:!urray (1931) reports that fractures in

people witb rickets, osteomalacia, scurvy
can and. usually do unite promptly.

Paget's clisease

In this he is supported

by Henderson (1926 B) and Owen (1932) Henderson, Noble ard
Sandeford (1926): Raltdin and Jonas (1926), Lacy (1929) and
CUthbertson (1930) have failed to confirm peterson's find·ings on blood calcium.
The present trend of opinion is rather definitely
mvay frorl general factors as a cause for
less extent :for a_elayeCl. union.

non~union

and to a

Hen(lerson (1926), Olrven (1932)

Eliason (1932) and Jones and Roberts (1934) "'1aintain that they
have no effect at all on the repair of fractures.
Granting perhaps, the possibility of delayed union upon
a constitutional baSiS, it is among the local factors that
one must look for the im;-ortant cause of non-union.
Probably the most important Single factor in the
etiology of ununited fnact1il.res is the location of the break ..
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fiNan-union and d_ela;Y'3d union occur in places not in people!!
{Murray 1931).

Omitting for the moment the olecranon and the

patella where fibrous u.ni::m is so common that it is u.sually
considered the rule (Stimson J,905, Eisendrath 1907 and Treves
1917)

the neck of the femeur which is influenced by

several uniQue anatomical factors, the commonest site of both
delayed union and

non~union

is the shaft of the humerus

(Norris 1842, Oheliu8 1843, Agnew 1889 1 Mudd 1896, Zisendrath
1907, Treves 1917,

tes 1920 2Jld Cotton 1928).

is a focus of several anatomic

cond,i tions

This point

1 of wb,i ell have

been pointed out as the chief cause for non
not a great mass of s

t

the deltoid mus

abbve

e

t1ssue here below the

e

iOl1

origins of the 'melLlaL

of the triceps and the bre:.chia1is.

of
ad

The bone is very hard to

fix completely because of the mobility of the pectoral girdle
and the nutrient artery enters the bone at a favorite point
of fracture.

There is less complete agreement. as to the

next most freq.uent site of um111i ted fractures.
Mudd (1896),.Ahbott (1922) Henderson

:t is the tibia.

~1926

According to

B) and Murray (1931)

Treves (1917) places the radius next while

Morris (1842), .Agnew (1889), Eisendrath (1907) and Estes
(1920) think it is the shaft of the femeur.

There is no

doubt but that these s1 tes together wi th the navtcu1ar of -the
WTi:-st'f!

the ulna, the clavicle, awl the mandible include most

1 of the cases.

(Lerrich and Pol.card state that fibrous

union is very common in skull fractures.

Considering the
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du.ceet by such a Lon-union

great disability

QuId

"de

expect to hear more about these cases in the future).
the femenr

The intracapsular fracture of the neck
is a problem by itself.

Like the shaft of the humerus it

is a focus of predisposing factors for

Case for

tures are five times as apt to end in nOD-

case, these

of the humerus if

union as fraa

figurBs of Wd.llinsky

(1922) for the femeur and Cubbins
humerus are to be credited.
that frac

non~union.

te by bone.

Si:r' .Astley Cooper ( 1 8 2 2 ) e d

femeur

3

Souderi (1933) for the

the joint

Wl

sule never

Certainly they did so rarely that the cases

3tanley (1833)

It! ... y 1829) 'viere regarcLed as
Amc>:lbS"

clinical ou:ciosities.

t

.!:"'- C1

'1"'l

-(

,\

Estes (1920) made a study of the

possible danger areas within oe

of the cases of the hunlerus
shaft, those of the femur

ain bones.

He places most

mitdle third of the
in the neck, ielaved
UYlion in the
.<

of the tibia and non-union in its lower end ..

By contrast to the foregoing sites, ununited fractures
are practically unknown in the ribs and the sternum.
The [legree of violence of the injury producing a given
fracture is very important in its prognosis.

In the walte

of the more violent injuries are such complications as multiple fractures, comminuted. fracture,.
compound" fractures and

R~variety

imta¢~ed

fractures,

of soft tissue injuries.

stimson (1905) cotton (1928), Owen (1932), Campbell (1932)
and Darnach( 1933) point Oll.t that such complications are
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particularly apt to be followed by non-ullion.
Comminutect fractures are apt to be accompanied by wide
spread devitalization of bone, periosteal stripping and disturbances of the blood supply to the ends of the fragments •
.Any of these complications may interfere vifith the future progress of healing.
Compound fractures are especially prone to non-union.
This is due in part to the high incidence of infection in
such cases.

Foster (1933) reports at best two cases of non-

ux;ion out of a series of one hundred and twenty-seyen com'pound fractures.

.Another series of his had seven non-unions

in one hundred and seventy-five cases.

Accorcling to Arvid

(1933) seven percent of compound fractures fail to unite.

Estes (1920) anct Darraoh(1933) consider compound fractures
as

al1.

important source of ununi ted fractures.
Various soft tissue injuries are said to interfere

more or less with the healing of fractures.

According to

Mudd (1896) an(1 Stimson (1905) injuries to the local nerve
sWpply are apt to affect progress.

Stimson maintai:ns that

this is true only where the fracture is severed from its
trophic center.

This is in accord with the more recent

theory mentioned by Campbell (1932) and discussed by Colp,
Kassabach and Mage (1933) that local vasa-motor upsets through
the medium of the sympathetic nervous system may have a profound effect on healing.

Owen (1932) denies any J.mporvance
•

.I..

of associated nervous injury ancl other authors make only
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casual mention of it.
stripping of the periosteum from the fragmented bones
is generally given as one of
causes~

important of the local

In the light of the foregoing opinions on the nature

of the process of
is obvious.

the importance of this complication

To those holding the biochemical theory it means

the loss of one
source

~ost

sources of blood supply, a

o~t

granulation tissue antI a later overgrowth of fibrous

connective tissue.

To. te.e aclherents of the osteoblastic
6~~ -f~\f
theory it means all of'~this loss of one of the most important

sources of bone forming cells.
cording to Lerri oh and polmeardo (1926
most

ortant effect of

is the 108s

& 1928)

the

ostal injury on a healing fracture

a membrane viThieh should prevent the:tnfil tratiol:l

of blood and. serum into the surrounding tissues.
cyst thus formed. block t

gr

of

the interval bet'uveen the fragments e

The falfJ6

ation tissue into
Hi th organization blocked

the formation of callus is impossible and a 110n-u"''1.ion is the
result.

The functioning

the periosteum as a limiting

membrane is held by Cowan (1928) and Blaisdell and Cowan (1926)
They consider the interruption of a continuous periosteal
bridge between the fragments as very important ..
According to some (Kolodony 1923 A and 1925, Blaisdell
and Cowen 1926, Cowan 1928, Ely 1922 and Robinson 1928)
periostecl injury cuts off an important source of blood supply
to the fractlll'e area and to the adjacent bony fragments.

21
s this isolation of the cortical

Ko1odorw (1923A) consi
.J
"'e a..L
r-1d the
m-edu1a'- r~,r
bo ......
.1

__ • _ i~y
v
"h.1:r;
~

~

-from_

•

blood sllpply(u.ntil

~-.hR
v

__ _

an anastomotic supply can be set up through the fracture} as
one

the most important causes of non-union.

him

According to

interval during which the endosteum is thus made in-

active is ample to allow fibrosis to

t ahead of callus :for""

lon~

il poor blood supply to the fracture,

due either to

riosteol and vascular injuries, compression, from tight
ssings

swelling and vasa-motor spasm, or to fracture

in a relatiyely avascular area, is proba':Jly a very

cause of

:l1011-U11i on.

Norria (184·2), Eri

(1896), Stimson (1965), Cotton & La

I'

ductive

(1869), Mudd
(1

), Hend.arson

0_918, 1926 il & E), Eliason (1921), :dlais

& COVlal'l (1926)

Fi te (1:131) and many
others consider the blood supply to be a ve

in he

ing.

import~1'lt

According to

(1924 & 1932)

Kolodo'l1Y (1925), Murray (1930) and. IJar:rach(1933) vas
Quacy is the principal cause of non-union.

(1923 &; 1325)

factor

[;01'

Ko1odon,y

Bozan (1932) believe that the sole cause

ons of the femoral neck is

noor

1;"

bloo~
,

\,,4.,.

SUTlnl~r
,l:;' J:' ...... ;j •

Koloa.ony has shown that the neck of the femeur inside of the
juint capsule receives its blood from three sources, the
I'1. a

etun, the

aphyseal vessels and epiphyseal vessels.

The latter channels reach the bone through the round liga.'TIent.
In older peo}Jle they become progressively smaller and often

d.isappear.

When a

ture occurs the other

blood are cut off from the proximal fragment.

sources of
The joint

capsule cuts off vessels from growing in from the surrounding muscle leaving on isolated proximal frat'?;ment vii th no
blood. supply.
That the destruction of the nutrient artery is of importance is not univ'ersally agreed.

Estes (1920), Cotton

(1932) and Eisendrath (1907) regard it as very important.

Lacy (1929) claims he has produced the clinical picture of
non-union in experimantal animals by fracturing bones through
the nutrient artery.
.

~~
"!J.urray

_.;..'

(19~O

Kolodony (1923A

& J_ 0., 31)
__ and. Campbell

do not believe that loss
To

the

& 1925),

Covmn (1928),

(1932) on the other hand

the nutrient art

is serious.

art ant blood supply of a bone comes through

peri.osteol vessels an(l yessels in the surrounding soft
tissues.

They point out that the co:!:,tical v-essels and

usually the medulary vessels are ruptured and thrombosed
at the time of injury.

T'nis produces exactly the same

Circulatory effeot as destruction of the main yessel.
Drinker, Drinker and LUl1d (1922), Johnson (1927) amI
Robinson (1928) have carefully studied the circulation of
bone.

Johnson describes the blood supply of the tibia as

coming from three sources.
the

metaphys~a~vessels

These are the periosteal vessels,
the nutrient vessel.

Robinson

describes the same series of vessels and points out: that
there is free anastamosis between fill of them.

II.hat such
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an anastamosis is complete is (toubted by D:cirJcer, Drinker &:
Lund who were unable to completely perfuse the tibia by in_

<i

,jections into the nutrient; artery.

Johnson states that the

nutrient vessel alone is capable of completely supplying the
bone.

He believes that its injury is a serious complication

to a fracture.

The other authors think that the bone can

carryon and heal without this source.

Robinson believes

that the venous o.rainage of the fractured. bone is just as
important as the arterial supply.

This, however, is less

freq.uently disturbed because the vessels do not become completely.
obstructed. ana. there is a freer collateral net work.
Cotton (1928) and a few others
taken by the nutrient artery as

thir4~

that the direction

enters the bone is an indi-

cation of the Dart of the bone which may uni te poorly.
(1842) was unable to prove this
able at that time.

lrorris

am all of the cases avail-

If the above mentioned studies on the cir-

cUlation of bone are to be credited this is not a factor at all.
Nutter (1922) and.
ings

ru~d

Bloc~(1919)

believe that tight dress-

bandages often cause non-union by embarrasing the

blood supply in cases which have wscaped severe vascular inJury.

Robinson considers markeo. swelling as an important

factor in cutting off the circulation.to a fracture
by muscles.

surr~anded

Eliason (1921) believes the same thing held ih

fractures of the tibia where the inelastic fibrous tissues
force vascular compreSSions.

He, however,

verify this theory on experimental animals.

WaE

unable to

24
Given a fracture with a damaged blood supply there are
several vvays in which this may interfere ',vi th progress.

In

the first place the clot ord.inurily fOlJ..!l(l between the fragments may be scanty or absent.

Bar~hart

(1930) and Potts

(1933) believe that absence of this clot is the sale cause

of non-union of intracapsular fractures of the femeur.

T:.'ley

consider the blood clot as the important

imulus for repair

and claim that dry fractures never unite.

To others (Lerrich

and Policard 1928 and Murray 1930) the blood clot represents
!J1atryx: into which early granulation tissue grows.

In

its absence this phase of repair is hindered or rendered impossible.

Loss of blood supply always predisposes to fibrosis

and this process may override all others in

8",."l

avascular

fracture.
Those 'Norkers'Nho believe that the source of calcium
salts used in repair is the blood stream (Tisdall and Harris
1922 and Peterson 1924) must pre-suppose delayed healing because of inadeQuate material to ossify the callus.

To those

who see a local calcium supply (Murray 1930) the cause is an
improper matryx for its deposition and an improper Ph. for
its precipit

ion.

Local infection of a fractured bone or of the su.rrouncl.ing soft tissue, either primary in nature or secondary toa
compound fracture has usually been considered as a cause for
non-u.l1ion.

Norris (1842), Chelius (1843), Erichsen (1869),

Agnew (1889), Mudd (1896), Stimson (1905Q, Eisendrath (1907)
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and cotton (1928) all give it an important place.

Some

authors however (Bohler 1929 and Jones & Roberts 1934) consider infections only as a factor in

aying unions"

Tumors a..'1d cys'GS are almost unanimously thought to
cause non-union.

Eliason (1933) doubts this.

He maintains

that most local bone diseases causing pathological fractures
eLo not affect repairs.

He has seen sarcomata unite and quotes

Bloodgood as having observed the same thing.
The final

oup of causes of uui ted fractures (e.xcent.:..

ing those having to a.O with treatment of the new cases) is
purely mechanical e

The most importsnt of these are 'Ni

separation of the fragments leaving a gap which the callus
cannot fill and the interposi tUm of soft tissues 8.,nd foreign
bodies between the tragments blocking the growth of callus •
.All authors writing on the etiology of non-union consider
ru~d

se factors important.

Stimson (1905)

believe this to be the principal cause of non-ll.nion.
Forrester-BrovH1. (1927) and Holdeman (1932) show that periosteum
caught between the fragments is as effective in blocking
callus formation as muscle or tendon.
All of the foregoing possible causes for ununited
fractures with the possible exception of

last

are

unfortunately things with which the I)atient is found when
first seen by the surgeon.

One has little Dr no control

over them and can only do his best to cope with them when
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they appear.
surgeon.

The remS-lnlng causes are in the hands of the

Regardless of vibat point of view he may choose to

take on the mooted Questions (and there are several) they
are things he· can do something about.
The first of these problems has to do with the effect
of fixation on the process of union.
Thoma.s (1889) thought that improper fixation was the
most important cause of non-union.

More recently Jones &

Roberts (1934) stated that it was the sale and only cause.
Eisendrath (1907), Estes (1920) and Owen (1932) believed that
fixation is essential to union.

Henderson (1926B) stated

that sixty-three percent of non-unions are traceable to inadeQuate immobilization.

Jones & Roberts pointed out that

non&unions occur in precisely the regions that are most
difficult to secure firmly.

Treves (1917) and Magnuson

(1933) ascribe to this cause the TIoor results on the shaft
of the humerus.
Others, however, do not consider fixation as such an
important factor.
a factor at all.

Bankhart (1930) maintains that it is not
He points out that the ribs, which are

impossible to imobilize, always
;~imals

u~ite.

with fractures completely untreated often get

a bony union.
~ltmme1

(1928) and AsJj]hurst (1922) go a step farther

and claim that too complete and too long fixation is a cause
of non-union.

cotton (1928) and DarrEf.t1h (193;5) mention this
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possibility.

According to Ashhurst, the formation of callus

and its subseluent transformation into bone are arrested unless stimulated by slight movements of the fractured ends.
the fre

The treatment

fracture is very important.

According to Campbell (1932) we have ourselves to thank for
mm1y non-unions because of enthusiasm over getting perfect
reduction as show'n by the x-ray.

This is apt to lead to

repeated manipUlation which he considers cLestructive to the
A~hurst

pr,acess of repair.

(1929), ~Ubee (1930) and Owen

(1933j consider r8peated manipulations the most importru1t

cause

nOll-unions.

They show that the effect suddenly

produced is the same as that
fracture.

affects a pDorly fixed

The fresh granulation tissue is

stroyed, re-

peated hemorrhages.are IJroduced and the endosteum is again
cut off from its blood supply.

By the time this damage is

aired, fibrosis has advanced far enough to choke out
the callus.
It must be I'emerfoered on the other hand.
reduction can also interfere vii th healing.
and Swart (1930) consider im.proper· red-;..:.ction
maj or cause:;:; of' poor

1'8

suI --Sa.

a poor

Speed (1928)
8.S

one of the

Delayed. reduction acco:c-ding

to Ashhurst (1929) and Bancroft (1929) also causes many non-;].11

i

0:t1 S •

Ta};:en as a wh

the foregoing review indicates several

interesting trend.s in our conception of the etiology
ted fractures.

Url-

For a long time general conditions were
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causes.

thought to 'be very import

ad in the textbooks of surgery

oeel1 C
~ime.

.~.

ion has
s

n,

uv

More anJ more material is accumulating in the litera-

ture to show that general conditions
the etiology of non-union.
hand.,

This conce

'tie

Call110t

With d.elayed union, on the other

ue so sure.

Beem to affect the

ed

nothing to do with

Some ;;:::}flati tutional factors do

VJi t11

v'lhich a

actul'e urd tea.

is noticab1e that most writers who confine the

It

discussion

to non-union alone have much less to say about the general
cond.ition of their
delayed union.

III

ients than those w"ho also include
1869 Erichsen at

eo.. that the causes of

delayed union were general and those of 110n-u.'1.ion local.
This remains a C0l1c8ption which seems to have

S01~e

value.

It is ob'\rious tl1.at the local faetors rrmst be the important; ones in unur.dted

fractul~es.

Of these local faotors

marlY do not seem to be of more than slight si ,5nificance.

There are, hovlever, a few almost universally emphasized.
l 'h3s8 are the compound and comminuted fractures, extens
soft tissue injury, poor or damaged. blood supply, inadeluate fixation of i'rag?:lents
tissue and foreign bodies.

the interposition of soft
That a few case;:) may be caused

other factors is doubtless true

among those cOl1d:L tions

always mentioned and di8m.lssed must be the real offen,iers.
:I'reatment
The most important phase in tL'eatment of ununited
fractures is preventitive.

It is in proper ha...1'ld.ling of the
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fresh injuries ~

';'.11 authorities agree that if the .causi tive
mind and watched for many, cases of pro-

factors are kept
longed

d~LSability

can be prevented.

In the first place the fact that we no longer consider
the general condi tions of the patient so important as 'Ne used
to as far as the healing of fractures is concerned, in ho
Nay excuses us from doing all that is possible to correct
any

conditions.

medicine
neglect.

The changing conceptions of :nodern

ouL: tell us \'lhat to watch for and not vvhat to

It is also important to remember that although

these constitutional factors are doubted, they are by no
means disproved.

As stated before, peterson(1924) cGnsiders

the calcium level of the blood stream important in the
prognosis of a frac
rT 1 ; :
~,-o"",-ou.ony

(.J..'
\

•

923B ')" and Campbell (1924) have attached

consicterable importance to endonrine disturb;,:mces.
reason some surgeons (Cotton 1928 and

DarI~ach

For this

1933) recommend

the use of parathyroid extract, i~adiated ergosterol, bone .
meal, milk and cod. I
They thin}{ that

r

oil in the treat!:1ent of fractures.

treatment will overcome delaying unio11

and. promote the healing of fractures.

There have been some

dou.bts cast on the value of this sort of therapy.
(1930) showed that the effect of ii7:tdi

Swart

ad ergosterol on

the healing time of fractures in experimental animals was
negligable.

Lewis v1930) failed to find any benefit from

its use in clin:tcal cases.

He :not only caused no decrease
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aling time of normal cases, trut also had two cases

in the

of delayed union develop among the patients he was treating.
:Forty cases of delayed union were treated by this method and
not one showed any response.

The failure of this treatment

to yroduce a response rather proves the theory of a local
source of calcium in I·spa.il".
The actual local treatment of fresh fractures is the
most important thing in prevention of both clelayed union
and nOll-tL.'llion.
porta..."1ce in the

There are several points which are of imatment of all fractures and particularly

of those occuring in regions iNhere ummi ted fractures are
to be expected.
highly

In the first place it is now considered

art ant to splint the fracture before the patient

is moved at all (Owen 1932) ancl to reduce it as soon as
possible.

Formerly surgeons thought it best to suspend or

to simply splint a fractured. limb until the swelling had
gone down and then attempt the reduction.

~mlelius(1843)

aevotes a full paragraph to the impropriety of setting
fractures early.

H. O. Thomas (1886) (the inventor of the Thomas
splint)

~as

ana of the first to see the necessity of im-

mediate s:pllnting and early reduction.

During the World

War, ','/hlch did serve one usefu.l pu.rpose, the importance
of this early

atment was clearly demonstrated.

Willard

(1920) gives the immediate use of the Thomas splint GredJ.t
1'0:;:'

the prevention of vast nUlnbers of non-'U.J.'1ions foliLowlng
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Vv,aJ5'

injuries.

sented from the records before 8,.,"'1d

Figures

and after it went into use in army field w'ork are Quite con::
vincing.

Owens (1332) recommends that all fractures be

cOl1sic.ered a3 emergencies and that they always be reduced
at once.

He

b~lieves

that if this were made routine in

clinics anc. if proper fixation apparatus was

hospitals

alvlaYs at lJ.and, the incidence of ID1U11.i ted fractures could
_.y
b e mat-er1.aJ]
..L,'

;:J·mJ..··~4Nheo..~
u..J..
<, .l..LJ..i::L!.

Banc1"__ o-P+(19?Q)
n.l"'eau..ns -PJ.·0_1"
... tJ
--~
1:"

'_i"A-

duction before any marked swelling has had time to occur.
He blames many cases of non::':'union on the older method. of
suspending a fracture until s\illelling has subsided.

Asfphurst

(1929), Henderson (1918) and Shearer (1931) consider :prompt
recluction the most important preventative of non-unions.
It is not only necessary to reduce fractures early but also
to see to it that the recluctions are prope:r'ly clone and that
1'e

ated manipulations are avoided •. The damage that they
Ca~pbe11

may do has already been indicat

(1922) empha-

tting an accurate re

sized the importance of

tion in

one attempt.
Once reduction is obtained the
of ftxation.

Cluestion is one

Campbell (1924 - 1932), ,As};1hurst (1922),

Shearer (1931), and Owen (1933) consider a.n ade:{uate period
of fixation assent1

Thomas (laB6) treated his pattents

solute fixation.
~ ~ n;'"j)
( .L';;I,c;;an,d.

~,~=
1
.l\G.c;nme
....

(~.~ ~8)

.L::1(.::;

too complete or too long.

D~rrach

(1933),

,A~.hurst

..
.
tn.
'
caut1.0n
agalns
Ilxa t·1011 b8lng

I doubt, from the little I have
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aSSD of fractures if over-fixation is often a serious prob-

lem.

, too little fixation is very

On the other

comfortable for

t~e

Ull-

patient ani this deserv'es some thought

any effect

011

healing or

not~

The early treatment of complicated, compound and
minuted fractures presents some spec!

COID-

problems which are

results.

vital to

In the first place there are those frac
hard to red.uce and maintain in
to Owen (1932)

opel' position.

cases should be re

tion at an early date.
tures with a marked

s which are

Murray (1931) st

According

ed by open

ra-

es that all frac-

splacement of fragments occurring in

a region 'Nhers nOll-unlon is common:should have all open reductione

:E'orrester~Brovm

(1927) recommends open reductions

in any case vvhare me,:;hanical difficulties are to be
come.

Wi1linsky (1922) considers immedi

the method
It is the

e open reduction

choice in fractures of the :ne
rsally recommended for

non if

over~

of tte femeur.

patella and ole era-

ts have become separatecl.
Shearer (1931) and Wardle (1933) are against open re-

dlJction.

They believe that

mOl~e

caused than prevented by the

ununited

tures are

ry of fresh frac

3.

Arvid (1333) shmvs that 2.4% of cases reduced by operation
fail to unite, wh

e only a tenth of that number handled

conservatively have any trouble.

He also states that re-

suI ts are worse if the operation is done early tha.'1. if it

is delayed.

One must remember, however, beJiIore taking such

figures too seriously that most indications for open reductiol1 are causes of non-union smd t:te incidence must inevi tably
be high in such cases.
ther

stion, dhich has caused a.

m811t in lite

, is

propriety of using screws, nails,

es,

in c:)mpound_ fractures or in

regs, wire and. pI

em

open reductions.
damage

course centers a,rou:n,d

oh may follow the

. -IIn:oo

deal of com-

area.

tion of any foreig!1 body

Jones (1916), Thomas (1922), Wil.lard

(1920), Albes (1930) ancll!:agnuson (1933) are all frankly

against the use of any foreign
to

erial whatever.

According

eID, the reaction against a foreign body is sufficient

to prevent unim:1 1:n many cases.

conservative.

He c

Hey Groves (1930) is more

ions against the use of plates in a.."ly

infected casG, but uses them in his open re
(1933) goes to

OOmIJOund frac

o

s

r extreme •

tiona.

.He regu.larly

Fo

ats

ex~

s

-plates unless they a::::e so badly

Jomminuted that this method is T"1echanically

0881b1e.

He

reports better results in the series of cases on whi
plates

been used than those treated by other methods.
Perhaps the most difficnlt problem of all is the com-

i1
po.,,-..
\..U..J.~

mhov -I-""'eat:ment
of
IJ..c
v

-PLr;~,...d-:u"Y',,,!.
.~~ v
_ -J.

-

+hl'
v__ '"
N

t yp 6

--P
U-.L

••
~nJury

'~-P
D6.l- 0:C8

the introctuction of antiseptic and. aseptic methods was a
rather hopeless task.

Cheluis (1843) presents a serious
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discussion on the q.uestion of immediate amputation for all
of these cases.

It was a Cluestion in those days whether_the

of life to save a limb was justified.

ri

Up to the time

Lister's paper on the results of antisepsis ill com:pound
fractures, appeared not enough of these cases escaped death
or amputation to affect the incidence of non-union mate
this source have

Since then, however, urmni ted fractures
beenver-y fre\luent (as has been

ShOVT.t1

under etiology).

iYe

again thank: the war for most of what v:re know about these

Call

cases.

Willard (1920) pres

cases

ieh VJas found to give best re

According to him, early
art

as

t

cornpOUlHl -"-

s tl18 Inet

(l

ts

of tre
ll1

inting and accurate re

as he recommends early debridement

ac

e.

TIlis f

friOst

of

unless they are

may "be established..

aI'S

ion is to be acoompli

d

!,~urray

1.111i

e

to non
"",C:t,

~'ll-1.·na
u.
1.
- .... 0

·t'n Ya

0:;::

wires.

Hay Groves

tures

even if infection is
Y'"
. v

ed a

-union

This, according to him

on than ord.inary means of

riod whexl the wm.l:nQ must be caI'ed. for.

.t

This is in accord
compound

a

(1931) recommends rigid. fixation

by means of plates in open ca.ses.
fiy"tl'on

the

es that open cases should be reduced at once.

He po
present

For

they

not by pI

lIse of grafts

(1930)

ions [i.re

in compound as in simple fractures.

difficult to re
by

ing these

ivaI' injuries.

and internal fixation for the

1;1

•

th
been given above.

In addition to his

ing, Foster uses routi:ne ctebriclement and Garrel-Dakin
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treatn1ent

Oyl

all of his Cctses.

He l'e:ports excellent results

'Nith this method for a large :number of very severe
;: :

In regard to comminuted

}..J ,

II"I"mnbe'1
.l...-L.
\J~ ll.,t.l

actures.
\

{1
\ oJ- 9~2
v
J

points out that the greatest mistake that can be made is the
:l'emoval of bony fragments other than small isolated chiI1PS.
By so doing an im:portant loc
at the same time a

calcium source is removed
en the frag--ments is created ..

be

If these facts are kept in mind an(l one

1.8

careful to

be as sure as possible that no soft tissue is caught between
the fragments and nothing is shutting off the blood. supply,

.

a lot should be accomplished
fractures.

the prevention of

Shearer (1931) believes that proper

ted
atment of

fresh fractures should. pr-event alrr,ost all cases of delayed
and non-ur.cion.
I:l:1. the treatment of ununited
become established, the fir

important thing for one to

cide is whether he is dealing
on.

This

s, once they have

th a delayed union or a non-

cblem has already been (liscussed.

entiation is

The differ-

ortant because the methods applica.ble to the

one condition are not to be used for the other.
There have·been a grea.t many methods of treatment
suggested for fractures
the usualy time.

(1,e-

i eh

l111i 011

llot occured in

The actual value of any of them must

necessarily be rather ha:ed to determine because most such
cases vdll eventually uni ted (according to Campbell, over
ninety percent of them).
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Obviou.sly the treatment of delayed union is aimed at
two ends.

One of these is to shorten the u.rrusually long course

of repair as much as possible by trying to stimulate callus
forrlation.
'
.'
oecomlng
a

The other is to prevent the delayed union from

. ( I. I" such an event is possible).
nOn-U1.1J.on

The articles and booles of fifty years or longer ago present an amazing array of

ocedures recommencled for the treat-

ment of the ununited fracture.

Many of these procedures are

now of historical interest only;but with them are included
most of the methods still in use.
Norris (1842) lists twenty-three

ocedures which had

been used to incite repair in LITlunited fractures.
as follows:

These are

1. Friction, or rubbing the fractured ends to-

gether; 2. Application of blisters over the fractured area,
3. APplications of iodine, 4. Compression;

,t).

Shocking with

strong electric currents; 6. Salivation; 7. Local applications
of caustic alkalies; 8. Use of the seton; 9. Setons near the
extremity of the bones, 10. Passing of ligatures around the
ligamentous masses and drawing them tight every day; 11.
Introducing a wire between the fragments; 12. Acupunctations;
13. Scraping or rasping the fragments; 14. Scraping the
fractured ends and retaining lint between them; 15. Hot irons;
16. Injections of such stimulating substances as port wine,
salt and water or copper su.lphate; 17. Resection of the
fractured ends; 18. Resection of one fragment only; 19. Engaging the point of one fragrl.ent in the medullary canal of

the others; 20. Rubb

the 8ncls of

bones vdth caustics;

21. Actual cautery; 22. Wiring; 23. ArnlJutation.

Since Agnew

86) mentions exactly the same procedure humanity has e"l"11-

d8ntly been spared any new developments of the kind listed
above.
at

Norris only considered five of his methods of any
im~oor·tance.

These are friction, compression, the seton,

caustics, and resection of the ends of the bone.

Three of

these proeectures find a place in the literature of today.
The methods now in use are massage, diathermy, application of heat, local injection of calcium salts, local injections of blood, the induction of passive hyperemia, periarterial sympathectomy, percussion over the fragments, vleight
bearing

exercise, prolonged fixation, fri

8.11(1

ion, drilling

of the fragments and operation.
Massage is mentioned by Cotton (1928) who rather
Questions its possible value.

This procedure, according to

him, is useful only in the restoration of muscle tone and
the preservation of joint function.

Willard (1920) has

recommended the use of massage in old infected cases as a
means of determing whether or not there is a chance for recurranee.

Most authorities are against massage.

its use is a cause

rathel~

They think

than a therapeutic ag!311t in de-

layed union.
Cotton (1928), Bankhart (1930)
mention the use of diathermy.

Shearer (1931)

Their remar]cs are confined

to casual observations to the effect that it may be of
value.

They evidently do not use it much themselves and
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are not enthusiastic in their recommendations of ite
Hot applications are also mentioned by Cotton (1928)
and Speed (1928).

eed thirties they have some value.

Darrach (1933), Cotton (1928), and

_~bee

(1920) speak

of the local acL'TIinistration of calcium salts as an important
therapeutic procedure.

It will be remembered that Lerrich

and policard (1928) a..'1d Murray (1930 & 1931) consider the
sou.rce of calcium used in bone repair to be a local one.

If

this be true such administration of calcium salts has obvious value.

Murray :(..1930) has shown that rapid repair of

experimental fractures can be induced by a rich local supply
AJ..D

n
v

cium. (Albee (1920) had alreacly shovf"ll the same thing

ten years before.)

Key (1934) has just published experi-

me.uts which show no effect at all from 10c'al calcium

$

This

"!type of treatment appears to neea. a little more trial before
it

Cffik

be definitely accepted.
Eisend.rath (1907)

of blood.

e~s

of the use of local injections

He credits this method of treatT'lent to Bier, who

used it with the object of replacing or building up the clot
between the fragments.
know.

The fate of this treatment I do not

No one speaks of it in tl:e more recent literature.

To Bier is also credited the use of passive hyperemia of the
fractured area, (Pearse and liorton 1930).
had used venous stasis some time before.

Thomas (1886)
Bier developed

this type of therapy on the assumption that it was rs:producing a normal reaction usually found in 'reparative

cesses"

Pearse and Morton (1930) have used venous stasis on a series

excellent reof cases shovdng delayed. 11.11ion and they
.., report
suIts.

They attribute its value to the induction of a local

Pr4favorable to the chamical process of bone formation.

They

also believe that venous stasis raises the local concentration
of phosphates, carbonates, iron salts and calcium salts.
lJ:urray (1930) believes that damming is of value only in setting up the proper Ph for ossification (one of his pre-requisite factors).

He states that occasionally this method works

where others have failed.

Eisendrath (1907) and Jones (1916)

have also recommenQ.ed the use of dai.mming.
doubt but that

There can be no

their method is worth some consideration.

More uniformly good results are reported from its use than
from most of the others.
In a recent paper Colp, Kassabach and Mage (1933) report very encouraging results from the treatment of experimental fractions by periarterial sympathectomy_

The

ration~

aIle of this procedure lies in the increase in the local
blood supply from vasa-motor paralysis.

vlliether this method

'iiTill ever be of value in clinical work or not is hardly safe
:Sa say_
which

It may prove to be of service in those cases in

~aso-motor

disturbances are a troublesome factor.

Percussion over the site of the fracture is of value
according to Jones (1916).

It sets up just enough local

reaction to stimulate repair and at the same time {toes not
disturb the fragments.

Percussion, however, does not enjoy

despread use •. Many vlri ters mention it but few consider'
it worth any discussion.
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The remaining conservative or sc::li -conservat i ve :'Tie thods
th :Urect ini ta-

of treating unilllited fractures have to do

tion of the fracture site in order to stimulate repair, and
the freshening of surfaces which may have become more or less
fi bratic.

The oldest method }c.aown for treating lumni ted

fractures is rubbing together the adjac
ments.
SeerJ18

ends of the frag-

This method was s];loken of by Gelsus a'oout 28 A. D. 8JlcL
been in general use by t 1, c surgeons o-P l'1is

to

time.

~J.'-'

John Hunter recommended it an (1

peatedly.

evi~lently

used it re-

His method 'Nas to repeat the process daily, each

time rubbing the bones -:l.ntil it became painful.

Gheluis

(1843), l~orI'is (1842), Erichsen (1869), Agnew (1889), Mudd
(1896) and. Eisendrath (1907) consider friction a valuarJle

method of treatment.

Dllring the last twenty,,:"five years

fri::ltion by this method has lost its standing ..
lle:ar any more,.

This

a1Jly

is

beCEi.USe

0

I'

do not
methocLs of

prod.llCing the same local results have been -Pm.lild more satisfact ory.

The se me thocls are d;r. ilLin,g of

fragments, and

a certain a'noun.t of use of the fractured. limb (particularly
'OR"".rl·np:
- Q~... '-,

J..''Yl
J..l-

+1"'8
v.J. ~

...L'

O'.t.fR'l.'"
~
OW'

ext'Y<e~J"l
'J.";..L
lL.--.. +y)
v

Drilling in ununited
Ramp.
(1932.\
v
_ bell
_...l..

(1907).

~.J

)

,

S"')'e''''d
1.
v

f\

0pw)'
..L;;;
t-.JU
1

•

tu:ces is recommended. by
,

:aozan (1932) and.. Ei send. :ra th

This :process not only gives an added wouihd stimulus

to the fractured bones, but also reproduces the hemol"-rhage
and

ad tissue zones found in a fresh

ture.

c0l1s1ders it valuable in overcoming the anemia

:Bazan
the proxi-

mal fragment in fractures of the neck of the femeur.

Ab-nott (192:::;), Speed (1928), AshhuI'st (1929), Owen (1932)
tured l:!.:nb
as a pre\Jenti tiye of delayed union. an 0_ as treatment for

1ll1-

11l1ited fractures.
'deight bearing ts the method recommencled for the lower
extremi ty.

This must, of course, be (lone under fixation

sufficient to
or motion.

otect the fracture from

~1y

excessive

Others, however, fear any nH;)thod other than

longed rest and do not consider we

bearilli.S'

PI'O-

e until

complete consolidation has taken place.
In taking up
ununited frac

1r ariollS operative pI"oced:llres used

s, one must fi:cst consider their indications.

Campbell (1932 and 1923), Speed (19;28),
(1933) a11c1 others consio.er ope

Gotton (1928), Darraoh

ion to be

and. not befol'6 non-union is established.

Delayed "::1..11ions are

to be treated conservatively and. non-unions by surgery.
is the !geneI'cil rule.
'i111e11

(3,

Thi s

brin~ss

us back to the Que st ion of

case, shall be called non-u. nion.

vious, of course.

This

Many of them are ob-

The true pseudarthrosis and the case in

ch all reparative processes have become stationary admit
of no Question.

The cLoubtful case is the one wi th a picture

of delayed l"l.nion still persistant after a
to nine months.

riod of fron six

It has been shown that some of these cases

will Ulli te after a longer period than this , but the question
is how long a patient shall be allowed to stay disabled. u..nder
conservative treatment wai tine; for a union that may occur.
No doubt the economic status of the patient, his occupation,

8l1ct the available facilities foJ:' safe bone surgery are to be
'1,
T~.Lle

C1'd'-~CI'
1.L.l.5

""'a
......v o1"s
.L ~u
_, •

1'h6 <luestion of surgery in any case
treatment of ...nOl1-fu'1ioll.

Question of'

18

In general the diagnosis

and. the indications for the other are the same.

the one
The s"ctrgical

procedures used in the past for non-lJ-llion are the same as
those given a few pages back for delayed union.
no Yleed to review these methods again.

There is

Surgical proceuure

for non-union is now o_efini tely narrowed down to one general
method, namely, resection of fibrotic tissue a..Yld eburl1:ated
bone viii th a re -opening of the me dullary cavity and the introduction of some type of bone graft.

These grafts ,according

to almost all writers should be autogenous.

This does away

to a large extent v.rith a:t.1Y foreign body reaction.

Living

grafts are for the same reason to be preferred.
What a bone graft does when introduced into a fracture
area is

~

matter of debate.

Lccording to Lerrich and Policard

(1928) ancl Murray (1930) it simply supplies a local source of

calcium which is ut
formed pre-callUS.

ized in ossific

ion of the locally

According to :M:urray, bone meal or triple

calcium phosphate serve just as well as a living graft.
According to MacEwen (1912), Taylor (1313), and Thomas

(1923) on the other hand, bone grafts supply new actively
functioning osteogenetic elements.

MacEwen maintains that

these elements spread throughout the olet system 8.nd are responsible for any subseQuent repair.
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There have been several types of bOlle grafts recommended
in the treatment of ununited fractures.

k1110ng them may be

;nsllti01:1ed the osteoperiosteol transplant, the onlay graft,
the inlay graft, the medullary graft, the chip graft, and the
local sliiing graft.
OsteoPeriosteol grafts ax's recommended by Taylor (1915)
A1bee,(1915 and 1920), Thomas (1923) and by Phemister (1931)
for some cases.

These grafts according to Taylor

possess

the advantage of' being ri0h in bone forming elements and at
the same iJJ.me occupying comparatively little space.
-L •

best used, according to Phemister, bridging

ac~oss

line and held in place by suture of the soft parts.

They are
the fracture
Mac]j"ylJan

(1912) sees no reason for including periosteurn in bone grafts.
He maintains that it has no effect on the efficiency or
viability of the transplant.
Small chip grafts are recommended by Cotton (1918).
These

s can be used in consiCterable numbers filling in

any bony defect and have the advantage of a large surface
area (MacEwan claims this is important).

Their disadvantage

lies in the fact that they are of little aid in:fixing the
fragments.

Willard (1920) used sT'lall wafer grafts for

fractures of the forearm.

He clid not have very good results

wit):} large transplants in this region.
Campbell (1932) and Albee (1915) consider the inlay
graft to be the most efficient form.

This graft has con-

siderable contact with cut surfaces of the old bone and. ann
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5'iiT'e some 8upport,.tothe ·fracture.

Phemister recommends a

wiCte inlay graft turned on edge and made to partially flll
the medulary cavity.

Owens (1933) maintains that

onl~y:

grafts

are even more efficient than the inlay grafts because they add
strength by increasing the circumference of the bone.
Phemister and Compere (1933) have had good results with
massive full thickness grafts.

These are not

cient in supplying osteogenic elements,

~ut

q~ite

so effi-

give greater

supporting strength to the system thal1. a:1.lY of the other
forms.

In ft:wtures without any great disrlacement Phemister

also has nacL good results with local sliding grafts.
The meclulary graft has no place in the treatment of
frach.lres.

Its only value is

fi~ation

of the fragments v'lhi eh

can be better done by sone other means.

Campbell (1932),

Phemister (1931) an(1 Albee (1915) mention this methoo_ only
to condemn it.
I have not been able to find rulY s

isfactory report

on the results to be expected in the operative treatment of
non-union.

Most authorities are of the opinion that the

prognosis is not very good..

At best these conditions are

long in their convalescence and uncertain in their outcome
and a

rrm':;h

happier state of affairs will be reached

more are prsYented and fewer t,res:tec1,,, '.

~iihen

.

Conclusions
1.

Ununi ted fractures are more common today than theY'Nef.'e
f

years ago.

A Iiligher incidence of violent injuries

is probably responsible.
2.

Han-union and. delayed. union are probably not varying degrees of the same process.
the onset.

Non-union is non-union from

Delayed l!:nionof very long standing may

simUlate non-union in that all healing processes have
stopped.
3"

Such cases may; however, spontaneously unite.

The causes of delayed union are both general and local ..
The causes of nOll-union are purely

4.

True non-union is a rare condition.

10c2~.

De

(1 union is

te common.
5.

Most u1:1lm1 ted fractures can be prevented by ])roper treatof fresh fractures.

6.

The treatment of delayed union is conservative, that of
non-union is operative.

7a

The proper ope

i011

for non-union is resection of all

pathological bone and tissue from the enis of the fragments ani the insertion of some form of autogenous, 1iv':1
1)

:.Jne graft.
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